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The Sound System Investigation Team of Joe Wetherbee (RDX Systems), Nancy Craft, Tom Kennedy 

and Whit Peace recommend a Three Phase approach as outlined below.  Maintenance and Portability 

issues are also discussed below. 

Phases 
 

Phase 1 – Replace What We Are Using Now 

 

Joe recommends: 

 

 A Williams Sound Assistive Listening System such as the PPA 757 PRO as the basic starting 

point.    

 It's about $1350 and includes four receivers and several ear-phones and neck-loops (these 

work with hearing-aids that have that capability).   

  In addition to that, we'd probably want to invest in a charger and re-chargeable batteries so 

that endless purchasing of AA-alkaline batteries would not be necessary.  That adds about 

$450. 

 Then, we'd need a mixer (about $450), a wireless microphone (about $700), and a wired 

microphone with stand (about $160).    

  Some cabling, a wheeled cabinet, and a few miscellaneous items (about $400). 

 Phase 1 would be about $3400.     

 That also gets things workable for movement into Phase Two. 

 

Joe notes: 

 

 The Williams assistive-listening receivers have headphone jacks that accept the "standard" 

plug used by many types of headphones and earphones. 

 Additionally Joe recommends for Phase 1 a wheeled, lockable cabinet.  All the Phase One 

equipment could be stored and operated from there.   The cabinet would have to be plugged 

in for normal operation.   If we went with the charger and re-chargeable batteries for the 

receivers then the cabinet would have to plugged in during "off time" for the charger to work. 

 One possibility would be for the cabinet to reside in a corner of the Meeting Room, plugged 

into a power outlet.   It would be opened for assisted-hearing-unit distribution and a single 

power-switch would turn on the mixer, AH transmitter, and other gear.   Wireless mic and 

other mics would be kept there, too.   This shouldn't require adjustments for most scenarios, 

just someone to open it up, distribute the receivers, turn it on, deploy wired or wireless 

 

 

https://www.williamssound.com/Assistive_Listening
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Phase 2 – Additional Microphones 

 

 These could be some mix of wired and wireless microphones 

 These get around the problem of having only one Headset microphone 

 The wired microphone(s) could be put in specific places in the MH 

 The wireless microphone(s) could be passed around 

 Phase 1 and 2 could be done at the same time 

 

Joe notes: 

 

 This will also require a mixer to blend and control the microphones.   The mixer’s output then 

is connected to the input of the hearing-system Transmitter.   This will also begin the 

requirement for some sort of “control point”, possible a wheeled, lockable cart. 

 Permanent installation would be required for speakers or for ceiling-hung microphones.  

 Also, wiring for speakers or connections for additional wired microphones or video-

projectors would be likely installed "permanently". 

 

 

Phase 3 – Enhanced Sound For Everyone 

 

 This phase will involve getting equipment –speakers/amplifier – to take the sound that is 
already being sent to folks with Headset Receivers, amplified for folks not wearing Headset 
Receivers 

 There may be other requirement that come up after we have the first two phases worked 
out that we can address in Phase 3, or subsequent phases. 

 
Joe notes: 

 

 This phase could/should also be designed to handle the need to accommodate video and/or 

computer presentations that include recorded audio.   Adding amplifier and speakers will 

require wiring from the control-point to the speakers.   Not hard or obtrusive, but needs to be 

understood. 

 

Nancy comments / questions: 

 

 Not sure if the system could be plugged into a computer or video system? 

 How complex would it be to cost out all 3 phases? 
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Maintenance 
 
Joe notes: 

 

 In my opinion, the best design/implementation would be to make operation as simple as 
possible.   

 Preferably, almost “on-off” with a minimum of adjustment.    

 However, it’s a fact that we will need to be attentive to distributing and collecting the 
listening receivers and headsets, battery charging and replacement, microphones and cables 
and stands, and so on.    

 In general, more system capability means more details that have to be looked after. 
 

Portability 

 
Nancy comments / questions: 

 

 I have been told the school has its own system so I am not sure there is a need to be 
concerned about the school, except when they use the meetinghouse.  

 As for the speaker/microphone system with speakers, being portable means we could use it 
either downstairs or upstairs. Or if wireless?  

 Speakers can be used, to set up extra speakers downstairs for any overflow crowds. Or set 
up amplifier system for the basement. 

 
Joe notes: 

 Phase 3 and possibly Phase 2 should be designed to provide some way to feed audio to the 
downstairs.    

 Probably ceiling- or wall-mounted speakers down there that are controllable with a 
minimum of intervention. 

 The receivers of Phase 1 could likely work downstairs without any additional equipment.  
(We could test out with the current, borrowed system). 

 I do not recommend making the system portable to the extent of moving it to the Friend’s 
School.   Particularly, the amplifier(s) and speakers of Phase 3 will likely be fairly 
permanently installed.  Making other parts of the system portable introduces logistic and 
security concerns that will require some design thought and consideration. 

 

<> 


